In this two-unit course you will apply the core principles of the Berkeley Changemaker® curriculum by:

- **Critically** exploring a full understanding of an issue affecting human health,
- **Collaborating** with diverse colleagues on a team to investigate solutions, and
- **Communicating** what you’ve learned and giving feedback to your classmates.

This course uses two learning methods: a group project exploring an **Area of Interest**, and weekly conversations with a **Human Health Changemaker**.

You will come to understand the intricacies of your selected **Area of Interest**, with deep insights into the pros and cons of different solutions. You will also see your own role in being a **Changemaker** in an area of **Human Health**.

Each week you will also learn from guest speakers, and you will learn from your classmates about their **Areas of Interest**, and benefit from their discoveries and feedback.

**Your instructor:**
- Darren Cooke, Director of the Life Sciences Entrepreneurship Center, and Berkeley Haas Faculty

Syllabus and past course reviews at: [lse.berkeley.edu/bc-hh](lse.berkeley.edu/bc-hh)